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Editors Note: This article is useful for all interested in woodworking
dust collection.

Avoid Dust Collector Misapplications in High School
Woodworking Shops
When industry experts, from the dust
collection field such as Curt Corum,
Sales Manager, Air Handling
Systems, met with high school wood
shop teachers at the AWFS® Fair in
Las Vegas, they were dismayed to
learn that many did not have
a functioning dust collection system
for their school woodshop. The
reason was not that the funds weren't
available or spent, it was that the
wrong dust collector and piping was
purchased.
Per the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) code 664, Chapter 4, General
Requirements 4.5, Designer and Installer Qualifications, it is stated, "Systems that handle combustible
wood particulates shall be designed by and installed under the supervision of qualified engineers
who are knowledgeable of these systems and their associated hazards." It was highly apparent that
for some of the school shops, this was not the case.
The following guidelines can be considered by education facilities when purchasing a dust collector:
For safety, longevity, and functional purposes, a pull through cyclone separator with after filter is the
proper equipment. (Some of the dust collectors mentioned by teachers were cartridge type as well as
envelopestyle cabinet collectors, neither of which are appropriate for a typical wood shop.) The
after filter bags that come with a cyclone package will last for several years. Cartridge filters must be
replaced on a regular basis. Cost per cartridge filter can range from $275.00 $375.00 each. Even a
small unit can have at least 6 cartridge filters, others as many as 12. Cartridge dust collectors and
cabinet collectors are designed for fine particulate. The pull through cyclone separates up to 98% by
weight of wood dust, chips, and shavings. The purchase price for a pull through cyclone arrangement
with after filter is much less than the misapplied equipment, never mind the replacement cartridge filter
cost. Cost of ownership includes the capital investment and ongoing operation and
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maintenance costs. The ongoing cost to operate is sometimes overlooked in the purchasing
price.
Tips to consider for school dust collection systems:
1. Keep the system design as straightforward as possible.
2. Proper dust collection pipe and fittings will maximize the performance of the dust collector (do
not use heating and air duct or PVC pipe and fittings).
3. Post operation instructions on the control panel. Expect there could be inexperienced
personnel operating the system.
4. Interlock the dust collector controls to the equipment controls to ensure the system is
in operation when wood is processed.
5. Require the system provider to include commissioning in the bid. Training on the operation and
maintenance of the system should be part of this process.
6. Install a magnahelic pressure gauge on the dust collector to indicate clearly when the fabric
filter elements need to be changed.
7. You can place a sprinkler head above the filter plenum unit to comply with local code on fire
safety.
Industry recommendation to administrators or districts bidding on equipment:
When going out for bid on a system, request in conjunction with the proposal, a blueprint with the
engineer's seal that shows pipe sizing and equipment specifications. Then, prior to signing off on the
purchase, request at least three recent references, make site visits, and interview the shop teacher. It
is unfortunate that dust collectors are being sold by individuals with little or no knowledge of the
equipment they are selling. The same situation occurs in the woodworking industry as well. Education
dollars are precious, they do not need to be misused for inadequate, unsafe or unnecessarily costly
systems .Remember, the proper three are the key, dust collector, hooding, and piping.
Info on twostage dust collectors:
Since most woodworking dust contains coarsesized and finesized
particles, a twostage dust collection system is generally recommended.
A twostage dust collector consists of a first stage cyclone, a blower and
a second stage after filter.
A cyclone separator is a coneshaped vessel into which the dustladen
air enters. The dust particles' inertia causes them to move toward the
separator's outer wall. As the dust particles proceed toward the outer
wall, the coarsesized particles lose momentum. When velocity drops on
the coarsesized particles, gravity causes them to settle into the container
below. The remaining fine dust exits through a central outlet at the top
and into the blower. The blower then relays the fine dust to the after filter.
The longer the cyclone body and cone, the better the dust separation. One major reason for using a
separator is so the blower unit will only convey fine dust. Coarse wood dust particles and other
debris hitting the blower impeller most likely will result in blower unbalance. This condition will ruin
the blower very quickly. Also, a separator is used so that the after filter does not receive 100% of the
dustladen air. Cyclone with blower and after filter in weather proof enclosure can be located
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outside. Filtered air is normally returned back into the shop. A fire damper or abort gate will most
likely be required at return air wall penetration.
This document was produced by AWFS, in partnership Air Handling Systems and Nederman.

Got Dust?
Need Hose?
Woodweb is the best online source for
woodworking tips, techniques and ideas shared
among for woodworkers of all sizes. Air
Handling Systems has been a proud sponsor
and supporter since 1997. In our supporting
role, Curt Corum, Sales Manager has been
monitor of the Dust Collection, Safety and
Plant Operation forum for over 18 years. In
this role he keeps a pulse on member's
questions, discussions and concerns and shares
his knowledge when called upon. Click here
to visit the forum.

Air Handling Systems stocks 15 different types
of flexible hoses from 2"12" in diameter.
Click here to see our online selection. If
you don't see the hose you need, let us know
and we can tap our extensive network to find
the correct hose for your application.

Like/View/Follow us

Most recently a user posted this comment
endorsing Curt's role as monitor.

Air Handing Catalog
2016 Air Handling Systems
catalog is now available. To
request your free copy, click
here, call 8003673828 or
email sales@airhand.com.
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